
Control of Gamma-Beam Generation at the Synhrotron"Pakhra" by Nonlinear Resonane Exitation ofAelerated Eletron BunhesYu. A. Bashmakov, V.A.KarpovP.N.Lebedev Physial Institute of the Russian Aademy of Siene, Mosow, RussiaABSTRACTControl system of homogeneous extration of gamma-beam from the 1.2 GeV eletron synhrotron"Pakhra" is disussed. Aelerated eletrons are slowly brought to the tungsten target, whihis plaed inside the synhrotron vauum hamber. During extration high frequeny voltage onaelerator's avity is hold onstant. Limited eletron betatron osillations are exiting by meansof the gradient and the otupole pole fae windings. Time uniformity of gamma quanta owis provided by a speial hoie of the time dependene of the index of the synhrotron guidemagneti �eld. Control of the extration proess by a omputer with usage of a feedbak iruitwill be performed.INTRODUCTIONGenerally at eletron synhrotrons strethed beams of bremsstrahlung are obtained by means ofmodulation of aelerating high-frequeny voltage. In the present paper a possibility to use thenonlinear resonane exitation of aelerated eletrons for high energy gamma-beam generationat the synhrotron is disussed. The nonlinear fourth order resonane of the radial betatronosillations have been suessfully used for a slow extration of the eletron beam on the 1.2 GeVsynhrotron "Pakhra" [1℄. The main synhrotron parameters are given in [2℄.BASIC OUTLINERequired resonant onditions are fuil�led by two pole fae windings, and there are separate pairs ofquadrants for either winding. The gradient winding plaed at the �rst and third quadrants bringsthe index of magneti �eld from working value 0.51 (�x = 0:802, �z = 0:819) to resonant one 0.63.The neessary third azimuthal harmoni of ubi nonlinearity of magneti �eld exiting resonanegrowth of eletron osillations is forming by otupole winding. The winding oupies seond andfourth quadrants.At resonane the amplitude of the radial betatron osillation a will inrease if the followingondition will meet A3a2 > 12j�x � 3=4j: (1)where A3 = R0(�3Hz=�x3)=(3!H0) is the amplitude of third azimuthal harmoni of ubi nonlin-earity of magneti �eld, R0 is the equilibrium orbit radius in guiding magneti �eld H0. In this
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ase the amplitude inrement at two suesive passage (within four revolutions) near the target,whose distane from the entral orbit is xs, is equal to�a8� = 2�3 A3x3s : (2)The exrtation eÆieny is determined just by this expression. Having de�ned A3 from (2) theboundary frequeny detuning Æ = j�x0 � 3=4j an be �nd aording to known distribution of thebetatron osillation amplitudes (see (1)).EXTRACTION SYSTEM EQUIPMENTPole fae windingsGradient winding: The gradient winding ontains 38 straight ondutors lying on the magnet polewhih are onneted with reverse ondutors suh that 19 are internal and 18 are external relativeto the magneti gap. One ampere urrent in this winding exites in the enter of the working spaethe gradient equal to �Hz=�x = 0:524 Oe/m.Otupole winding: The otupole (ubi) magneti �eld is formed by 17 straight ondutors.The urrent in three entrally loated ondutors ows in reverse diretion from urrent in remain-ing fourteen ondutors. Six internal and �ve external reverse ondutors are used. The radialdependene of the �eld and gradient of the winding are shown in Fig. 1. One ampere urrent exitesin the enter of the working spae the otupole �eld �3Hz=�x3 = 0:0445 Oe/m3. Besides required
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Figure 1: Magneti �eld (1) and gradient (2) distributions introdued by the otupole winding.nonlinearity there are others aompanying nonlinearities. Thus it is rather essential the presene
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of the onstant (dipole) omponent of the �eld Hz = �0:160 Oe. At the large distanes from theequilibrium orbit it is appreiable �fth order nonlinearity �5Hz=�x5 = �0:194 Oe/m5.It an has an inuene on the partile motion at xs as a result, the amplitude inrement�a8� an be redued in omparison with value given by (2). Indeed for the real "otupole" �elddistribution shown in Fig. 1 dramati hanging is observed. The eletron motion on phase planeat azimuth of the target for following parameters I�n = 4:956 A, Ix3 = 10:5 A is shown in Fig. 1.The rate of the betatron osillation growth is reduing in omparison with equation (2).The third azimuthal harmoni of the perturbation is produed by reversing the urrent di-retion in the otupole winding in going from seond quadrant to fourth one. Its amplitude is(�3Hz=�x3)3 = 0:58(�3Hz=�x3), where (�3Hz=�x3) is onstant within the quadrants. Undersuh onnetion iruit the dipole omponent of otupole winding introdues �rst harmoni of theazimuthal distortion of the equilibrium orbit.PulserThe pole fae windings are feeded by two urrent pulsers. The pulses shapes are designed to workon the at top part of the pulse of the guiding magneti �eld of the syhrotron. The leading edgeof these pulses is 1 mse and their at peaks range from 2 mse to 3 mse. Repetition rate is 50 Hz.The auray of urrent stabilization at the at peak is 0.3 %. The possibility of deformation ofthe top of the gradient winding urrent pulse is foreseen. The range of this hange is few per entof the height. All urrent pulses are turn on simultaneously. The triggering moment measuredfrom the injetion an be varied over a wide range.
n

Figure 2: Two-dimensional distribution of eletrons in the transverse ross-setion of the beam.
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Figure 3: Computed phase plot of the eletron resonane betatron osillation.EXTRACTION PROCESSThe extration was aomplished after the eletrons have reahed 670 MeV energy. The amplitudeof aelerating voltage on the synhrotron avity was almost onstant. Due to the sharp radialdependene of the gradient introdued by the otupole winding (see �g. 1) it is essential to aurateselet the frequeny of aelerating voltage wih determines position of the equilibrium orbit. Thestarting detuning of the radial betatron osillation frequeny at wih extration is beginning isdetermined not only by the amplitude of this osillation but also by synhrotron one. The dynamiof the eletron beam in the "Pakhra" synhrotron was investigated in Ref. [3℄. Two-dimensionaldistribution of eletrons in the transverse ross-setion of the beam is shown at �g 2. Both betatronand radial-phase osillations make a ontribution into radial beam dimension and the later is twieas muh former. In the irumstanes the range of the resonane ation is being widened inomparison with (1).Time dependene of the irulating urrent at slow extration mode is show at �g. 4. Thegradient and otupole urrents are aordingly I�n = 4:4 A and Ix3 = 20 A. This piture is verysensitive to the I�n urrent, whose value is hoosing to obtain during extration the very smoothfall down of the irulating urrent. The typial extration duration is between 2 and 3 mse,whih at 50 Hz repetition rate of magneti yle orresponds to a duty fator of 15 per ent. Fig. 4displasies more than 80 % of aelerated partiles leaving the synhrotron hamber. Note thatthe nature of the steps on �g. 4 very likely is aused by the manifestation of sunhrobetatronresonanes.
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Figure 4: Time dependene of the eletron urrent irulating in the synhrotron (signal frompik-up eletrodes) during slow extration proess, 2 ms/square.CONCLUSIONTime uniformity of gamma quanta ow is provided by a speial hoie of the time dependene ofthe index of the synhrotron guide magneti �eld. To hold the gamma-beam intensity in the givenrange it is suggested to use speial iruit wih will proess signal from gamma-beam intensitymonitor and then introdue proper orretion into the gradient winding urrent.Referenes[1℄ Bashmakov Yu.A., Belovintsev K.A., Karpov V.A. An extration of eletrons from a syn-hrotron on fourth- order resonane. EPAC'90, Nie, June 12-16, 1990, Pro. 2nd EuropeanPartile Aelerator Conf., Editions Frontieres, V.2, P. 1601-1603.[2℄ Kurakin P., Alekseev V., Busygin V. et al. Automation of the Lebedev institute synhrotronto the energy 1.3 GeV as the �rst stage of the aelerator upgrade. Presented at IEEE PartileAelerator Conferene (PAC-2001), Chiago, Illinois, June 2001. P. 2778-2780.[3℄ Bashmakov Yu.A., Karpov V.A. Yarov A. S. Optial diagnosis of eletron beam in the"Pakhra" synhrotron.// Instrrum. Exp. Teh. 1984. V. 27. PP. 1329-1333.
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